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Abstract. Using teams of autonomous, heterogeneous robots to operate
in dangerous environments means increased cost-eﬀectiveness and the
ability to spread skills among team members. The high risk of loss in
these domains is a challenge to team management. Teams must be able
to recruit the help of other robots in the environment, while balancing
searching with performing immediately useful work. This paper describes
additions to a framework for dynamic team management in dangerous
domains in order to support various levels of active search for useful
agents while balancing useful work in the domain.

1

Introduction

Heterogeneity is useful in multi-robot teams because it may not be cost-eﬀective
to provide every team member with the most expensive equipment, and doing
so would only increase the robots’ design and control complexity [1]. Losses in
dangerous environments can limit a team’s skill set, and since many or even all
robots are likely to eventually be damaged or lost in such environments, it is
sensible and necessary to release replacement robots periodically. To accomplish
this, teams must also be prepared to integrate new robots (possibly including
previously lost units) and decide how much eﬀort to expend into searching for
them. More active approaches involving physical searches will yield faster results
at the expense of immediately useful work. Passive approaches that rely on
chance encounters will result in more useful work being performed by individual
robots, but will lessen the chances of successfully locating desired robots [8].
Strategies in between these extremes would contain elements of both, such as
simply calling for help wirelessly without physically searching. We have made
additions to an existing framework [8] enabling teams of heterogeneous robots to
use various recruitment strategies, and this paper focuses only on a speciﬁc subset
of these. We examine in simulation how our framework performs in a dangerous
domain: Urban Search and Rescue (USAR), the search for human victims inside
a partly collapsed structure, under conditions of partial communication failure
and robot loss.
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Previous Work

Existing work does not employ a wide range of recruitment strategies and many
works assume that robots are always in communication range of each other
[2,3,11], or focus on domains [4,5,12,14] that do not reﬂect real-world conditions
that our work takes into account (e.g., communication failures or robot loss).
Krieger et al. [10] modelled foraging tasks using recruitment among homogeneous robots, but did not consider factors such as multiple robot or task types, or
unreliable communication. Pitonakova et al. [13] endeavoured to discover under
what conditions recruitment is beneﬁcial for more complex foraging but did not
explore elements of robotic heterogeneity or specialization despite the presence
of diﬀerent resource types. Kiener and Von Stryk [9] presented a task allocation
framework for teams of highly heterogeneous and specialized robots, demonstrated with a small range of tasks. It contained no mechanisms to support the
addition of new robots or the possibility of larger roles.
Gunn and Anderson [8] developed a framework allowing teams of heterogeneous robots to operate in complex simulated USAR environments, including unreliable communication and possible loss of robots. Teams of robots were
assigned tasks by a leader to explore the environment and locate human victims.
Losses were countered by the ability to rebalance roles (including leadership)
upon losing or encountering robots. We have made additions to this framework
allowing robots to search for useful skills as needed (as opposed to relying on
chance encounters) and balance this activity with performing useful work. The
next section describes relevant portions of the original framework and follows
with the new mechanism we have added.

3
3.1

Methodology
Framework

In order to describe our recruitment mechanisms, the main components of our
existing framework for dynamic team management and task allocation must be
described. Space limits the background that can be presented here; the interested
reader is directed to [8].
Robots. Our framework is designed to support heterogeneous robots that will
not be equally suitable for all types of work. In our work, robots are able to
determine how well-suited they are for a particular job and every robot maintains
a priority queue of outstanding jobs. Robots can be assigned tasks by a team
leader and can also discover them on their own. Newly discovered tasks can be
executed by the robot itself or can be passed to a team leader for reassignment
elsewhere if the robot is ill-equipped or too busy.
Tasks, Roles, Team Leaders, and Task Allocation. We deﬁne a task as a
single piece of work that can be completed by a robot. Every robot in our work
ﬁlls a role, which includes a description of the types of tasks associated with it.
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As the milieu of team members changes due to losses or robot encounters, robots
use their own (limited and possibly inconsistent) team knowledge and may switch
roles in order to ﬁll gaps in team abilities [8]. A leader robot, although not always
reachable (and thus without the most up-to-date knowledge of the team), brings
global perspective to a team to the degree that communication is available. The
leader should be the most computationally-capable unit on a team, and in the
original framework, is responsible for task assignments, updating known victim
locations, and keeping a limited model of the current team.
The team leader uses roles as a heuristic to indicate default assignments to
team members, but communication limitations (such as a delayed report of a role
change) and robot losses can cause this to fail. Task broadcast is used as a fallback, and members respond with their ability to complete the task irrespective
of their role [7]. A robot receiving a request to complete a task may not always
be able to oblige due to limited capabilities or an overfull task queue. While the
original framework supported task assignments only from the team leader, our
recruitment extensions add a mechanism whereby other team members unable
to accomplish a task can recruit others to complete it.
3.2

Recruitment Strategies

Recruitment strategies vary in terms of how much eﬀort robots expend towards
locating others. Here we describe two mechanisms that represent points on a
spectrum of more active recruitment mechanisms.
Concurrent recruitment increases the chances of encountering other robots
while also completing useful work. Robots will perform tasks as normal while
simultaneously broadcasting messages asking for help with other tasks. Other
robots in wireless range, even if on another team, will accept the task if they are
able, or oﬀer to recruit for the task if they are not. A recruiter will examine these
responses and attempt to assign a task to the most suitable robot who is able
to complete the task themselves. If no such robot is available, the recruiter will
attempt to oﬄoad the task to one of the other responding robots for recruitment.
If no responses are received or the assignment fails (due to robot failures or
unreliable communication) the recruiter continues to broadcast the request.
With active recruitment, a robot will perform a physical search for a robot
that can complete a speciﬁc task, rather than completing pending tasks of its
own. Physically searching for another robot has the advantage of providing
increased opportunities for encountering others, at the cost of spending time
away from useful work. In situations where a robot is given one task too many,
or has been assigned a task for which it is poorly-equipped, it will enqueue the
task and mark it to be completed via recruitment. This ensures that the recruitment task is weighed against other pending tasks. When recruiting, the robot
performs a physical search to increase the chances of encountering another robot,
and broadcasts a request for help and the task details. As with concurrent recruitment, the recruiter assigns the task to the most suitable robot who responds to
the message. Once the task has been successfully assigned, the recruiter returns
to its team’s last known location and resumes normal tasks.
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Experimental Evaluation and Design

We evaluated a subset of our framework using Stage [6]. We constructed two
60 m × 60 m USAR settings, each containing signiﬁcant debris, human victims,
and several objects appearing to be human but requiring more capable robots to
verify. The robots’ goal was to maximize area coverage and correctly identify as
many true victims as possible within 30 min. Like previous work [8] we abstracted
heterogeneity to three types of robots: a MinBot (intended for exploration and
potential victim discovery, but unsuitable as leaders); a MidBot, with advanced
victim sensors to correctly identify victims, that can also potentially serve as
leaders, and; a MaxBot, having only basic victim sensors but larger memory
and computational abilities making them ideal for leadership roles. Teams were
composed of 1 MaxBot, 2 MidBots, and 4 MinBots.
We evaluated all three recruitment strategies against three communication
success rates (100 %, 60 %, and 20 %), and three probability levels (moderate,
low, or no chance) that any robot could experience a random temporary (between
3–4 min.) or permanent failure. To oﬀset these losses, replacement robots (10
MinBots, 2 MidBots, and 1 MaxBot) were released into the environment at the
10-min mark of every trial. Each trial was repeated 50 times in each of our two
environments (2700 runs total).

5
5.1

Results and Discussion
Environment Coverage

Results of area coverage (Fig. 1) indicate that poor communication rates encourage greater environmental coverage in active recruitment settings. Failed task
assignment attempts lead robots to undertake active searches to ﬁnd suitable
robots to complete tasks which could not be assigned by a leader, resulting
in greater coverage. Poor communication further results in failures to recruit
other robots, resulting in more searches. Since poor communication results in

Fig. 1. Sum of all robots’ environment coverage, averaged over 50 trials in each conﬁguration. Error bars show standard error.
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increased recruitment, exploration tasks are more likely to be assigned to members of diﬀerent teams as well. This eﬀect is also visible in concurrent settings
when communication success rates are low: as recruitment tasks are created to
compensate for the lack of assignment acceptances, members of other teams can
respond to these requests, resulting in greater coverage of the environment.
5.2

Victims Found

We evaluate our framework against the number of true victims known by a
team leader (Fig. 2), since in reality, robots must eventually communicate victim
locations to human rescue teams. Team leaders are the logical choice since they
are likely to have the most knowledge.

Fig. 2. Sum of all true victims identiﬁed and communicated to a team leader, averaged
over 50 trials in each conﬁguration. Error bars show standard error.

Concurrent recruitment performs better than other conﬁgurations when communication is reliable and robot failures do not occur, since robots continually
attempt to recruit others whenever required. This results in a greater number
of task assignments overall. In active settings, physical searches for a task are
only initiated when a recruitable task is pulled from the robot’s task queue.
Depending on the priority of the task, there may be a signiﬁcant delay before
recruitment begins. Additionally, active searches take a robot away from its team
and leader, resulting in less communication and more lost potential work.
Active recruitment performed poorly in terms of communicating victim locations to a leader. The number of veriﬁed victims recorded by individual robots
(as opposed to only a leader) indicated that active recruitment results in a high
number of victims located when compared to other recruitment strategies, but
the results in Fig. 2 indicate that leaders are not well-informed about these victims, since active searches lead a robot away from its leader.

6

Summary and Future Work

We have described a speciﬁc subset of recruitment strategies implemented as
part of a framework for managing teams of robots in dangerous domains, and
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evaluated our framework in a simulated USAR environment. Future work will
include examining priorities of certain tasks to determine what kind of recruitment strategy, if any, should be used to complete them, as well as the possibility
of maintaining copies of useful information over multiple robots to help mitigate the eﬀects of robot failures or insuﬃcient communication with a leader.
Information-passing itself could be implemented as a task that would help to
improve the eﬀectiveness of the approaches outlined in this paper.
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